
certificate Tracking
Saving time with automation is the bottom line

AutoCrew Certificate Tracking provides an electronic, automated, and streamlined 
response to the traditional hardcopy filing system of the past. The Certificate Tracking 

software has been designed to function either as standalone program, or as a feature of a 
more comprehensive network of AutoCrew Management System options. Certificate 

Tracking is scalable to your needs; from the in-house management of a single vessel to 
the monitoring of a fleet of vessels/locations from a head office.  

The Training Tab provided under every personnel profile tab (as pictured above) displays 
color-coded lines which reflect training status; which training has been taken, what is 
missing, what is near expiry, etc. Red is 'deficient' and is placed at the top of the list of 
quick visibility, followed by (yellow, green, white, etc.) 



ing time with automation is the bottom lineFeatures

Training Matrix Ability to custom-input training information based on industry-specific 
regulations and requirements. This information can be updated if and when regulations 
change.  

Certificate Database Certificates can be uploaded, deleted, or emailed under each 
personnel profile.  

Preventative Flagging Automated Alerts via report or email, along with colour-coded 
training tab offer preventative measures when documents are near expiry. *Includes 
ability to differentiate between regulatory and non-regulatory requirements. 

Automated Alerts & Reports Alerts are automated to flag when personnel training 
certificates/documents are deficient or near-expiry. Monitoring and alerting is time- 
sensitive to required standards of operation. Alerts are by printed report, or email. 

Promotion Forecasting Automatically evaluate potential candidates based on 
certification/applicable training for promotion within the company. Reports are available 
to show who is most compliant and requires the least amount of further training for a 
position. This information can easily be accessed via in-profile view, or via the report 
function.  

Emergency Team Generation Emergency support teams automatically populated and 
alerted when in an emergency situation. Optimized by current availability, valid training 
and qualifications, (i.e. medical background, First-responder certification) 

Exemptions This feature allows a person's future position to be held despite lacking in 
required certificates. Training Exemptions are filed for the appropriate personnel and 
excluded from renewal notices and standard reports of compliance. The 
system automatically generates a required form for regulatory commission.  
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